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TotaUy Ordered Linear Space Structures and 

Hahn-Banach Type Extension Theorem 

Kazuo Iwata 

Abstract 

Let E be a real linear (resp. real linear topological) space. By applying 18)* (resp. [19)， 
Th. 3J)， from the viewpoint of the totally ordered linear砂acestructures料。fthe product 
linear space ExR， the author deals with the real Hahn-Banach extension theorem in some-
what general. 

Introduction. By means of [18)， Th. 4] (resp. [19)， Th. 3])， in the 

real case， we have been concerned with the Krein's (resp. Krein圃 Rutman)

extension theorem in somewhat detail*料 fromour new (for the author) 

views. Under the circumstances， but also in the light of the literaturest， 
we are in a position to formulate the Hahn-Banach extension theorem什 ln

somewhat general (as one expected). In this article these results are given 

as Theorems 1 and 2， the former for real linear spaces， the latter for real 
linear topological spaces. Especially both are also provided with “if" and 

“only if" parts. 
Besides we supplementarily refer to [18)， Lemma 3 (2)]. 

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Prof. S. Koshi (Hok闘

kaido Univ.) for his valuable advice and inspection. 

Preliminaries. Let E be a real linear (later， real linear topological) 

space (* {O})， and let R be the real五eld. We五rstput some de五nitions.

DEFINITION 1. a) A subset K of E is called a pointed convex cone 

if K+KcK and αKcK for all α):0. 

b) Let us agree upon the following. By a gauge function q (or p) on 

a pointed convex eone K in E is meant a subadditive positively homoge-

neous function on K. 

DEFINITION 2. The product linear学aceE x R of linear spaces E and 

* That was written under the direction of the Editors of Hokkido Math. Jour 
** For this thought， the author received suggestions esp. from [10). p. 48 (p. ix)]. Subse-

quently he was ben巴五tedby [7)，V. 12] and [14， g 16]. 
料 ネ Forthis matter， the author was bene五tedby [8)， S 8.3]， [11)， Sec. 2.6] and others. As 

for the implications，。附.results are reψ. equiv. to the real case 01 [15)， Cor. 1 of (V， 
5.4)] and the real case 01 [15)， (V， 5め (Bau巴r-Namioka)]exc. the trivial case (with ap-
ologies， the author adds “the real回目 of").(Cf. [15)， p. 227] and [19)， Suppl. to Th. 3].) 

t By these the author means [6)， Th. 12.3]， [13)， chap. II， S 3， th. 1]， [9)， Th. 3.4] and others. 
tt By this we here quote [14)， S 17， 3. (1) (Satz von HAHN-BANACH)J. 
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430 K.lwata 

R is their Cartesian product where vector addition and scalar multiplication 
are performed coordinatewise. The topological product E1 x E2 of linear 

topological spaces Ei(i= 1，2) is their product linear space with the product 

topology. 

In addition， for convenience， notations and terminology employed in 
18) and 19) are available unless otherwise specI五ed. Especially， e. g.， (E， 3e) 
signifies a totally ordered linear学acestructure (above-mentioned) of under四

lying linear space E with respect to a binary relation Se. Structures of 

this kind have been discussed there in somewhat detail. The following 

theorems are described in terms of these structures. 

Statement of the results. Let us五rstintroduce* our short approach 

18) to the argument of the literatures**. Indebted to these literatures for 

the manner， we now reach the following. 

THEOREM 1. Let M be a linear sub学aceof E， f a linear form on 

M. Let K be a pointed i;onvex cone in E， and q a gauge function on K. A 

necessary and sufficient condition that there existsα linear form F OJl E 

extending f and satisfying F(γ)<_q(γ) for all y E K is that there exists a 

t.o.l.s. (L，必)of L with the following prψerti白 :

(i) BfUCqc(L，必)+; 

(ii) (L， ~)+ is absorbing at (0， 1) for L ; 

where L is the product linear学αceExR，仰 dBf= {(x，~): f(劫<己 xEM}，
Cq

口 {(y，可):q(γ)く守，yεK}iJl L. 

PROOF. Under the hypothesis， in L， Cq proves to be a convex cone 

without vertex zero. And to this end， L can be endowed with a partially 

ordered linear space structure (L，03'') with positive cone Cq • (Necessity) By 

hypothesis， de五nmgφ(x，~)= -F(x) +己 φisa positive linear form on (L， 03") 
with φ(0， 1)= 1. Hence (to be precise)， take a t.o.1ふ (L，見 1)such that 

BfUCqc(L，3e1)+ by [18)ヲ Th.4(1) and Lemma 1]， then by [18)， Lemmas 2， 
3 (1) and 4]， (L， φ(~1)) must become a t.o.1.s. as required. (Su白ciency)

De五ning~(x，~) = -f(x)+~， ~ is a non-identically-zero linear form on Mx  

R '3 (0， 1). Therefore by hypothesis， now with the aid of [18)， Th. 4 (2)] (cf. 

[19)， p. 46， footnote])， we get a positive linear form φon (L， 03") extending 

~. Hence there exists a linear form F on E extending f and satisfying 
φ(x， ~) = - F(x) +~. And hence q(ν)<ザ impliesF(y)<_ηfor all νεK， which 
ensures the assertion. 

As for some simple examples 

EXAMPLE 1. Let E be R 2
• Take a pointed convex cone K=  {(α， s): 

ホ Suchbeing the case， specifically， ourグ belowwill be of asymmetry. 

料 Theyare as quoted before; see footnote 't'. 
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α>0， orα=0 and s;?O} in E. De五neq on K to mean q(α， s)=αifα>0 

and q(O， s)=s if s;?O， and q is a gauge function on K. With this 
(1) let M be the砕 axisand define f on M by f(a， 0)=α; 
(2) let M be {(O，O)} and define f(O， 0)=0; 
(3) let M be the s-axis and define f on M by f(O， s)=s. 

Then in case of (1) (resp. (2))， notwithstanding BP Cq is not absorbing 

at b = ((0， 0)， 1) (resp. at any point of M x R) for L， the su自cientcondition 

of Theorem 1 is met enough. While in case of (3)， although f is majorized 
by q on M n K， f fails to have desired extension. That is why， choosing 
the following four vectors b， c1 = ((1， 0)， 2)，の=((1，ρ+ 1)，2) in Cq and a = 

(一(0，ρ+1)， -p) in Bj， where p being arbitrary， there holds the equality 
(ρb-c1)+α十 c2=0. Namely upon appealing to Theorem 1， none of (L，必)+

with BfUCq C (Lラ見)十 canbe absorbing at b for L. 

REMARK 1. In Theorem 1， let in particular K = E (with gauge p) and 
f(x)<_p(x) for all xEM. Then it follows (resp.) that Cp is， by itself， absorb-
ing at (0，1) for L and that BpCp is， as above， positively independent in L. 
Hence by [18)， Lemma 1]， the su伍cientcondition thereof is met enough. 

This corresponds to the usual extension theorem for linear spaces. Moreover， 
the “if" part of Theorem 1 essentially (and a fortiori) covers [9)， Prob. 3 E]. 

Meanwhile， let P= (E，必)十 bea maximal positive cone in E， which 
is absorbing at uoEE. Let us take this opportunity to make mention [18)， 

Lemma 3 (2)] (this plays rather well in conjunction with Lemma 1 ibid.) in 

connection with the Minkowski gauge p(x)=inf {α:α>0， xεP-αuo} of 

P-uo・

SUPPLEMENT TO [18)， LEMMA 3 (2)]. At五rst，needless to say 

(1) As usual， using p(x) (resp. in view of the ordered linear space (E， 
.3e))， one can deduce this lemma also via the Hahn-Banach (resp. Krein、)

extension theorem. But as for this lemma， its proof given in 18) is not only 
self-contained but also simpler than the above. 

Secondly this proofラ interms of the negative part f-of fEE* i.e.， 
f-(x) = max { -f(x)ラ O}(xεE)， now anew verifies 

(2) An fEE* required there with f(uo)=l is given by ρin the sense 

of f-= p， and vice versa. That is， f(x) must be equal to p ( -x)-ρ(x) with 

f一(幼=p(劫forall xEE. 

This is known by p(x) = 0 (XEP)， p(O)=O and ρ(x)=inf{α: -x<αUo 

(必)}=sup{戸:。宅三suo<-x(先)}口 -f(x)(xε-P). 

Concerning (2)， in fact the following will be veri五ed.

(3) Let K be a convex cone in E which is not identical日 ithE and is 

absorbing at b E E. Then g of g E E* is the Minko切 skigauge of K -b 

iff g(b)= 1 and {xεE:σ(X)>O}CKC{XEE:σ(x);?O}. 
Returning to the subject， next there holds the following， a topological 
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432 K. Iwata 

version of Theorem 1. In this theorem we let R be equipped with the 
usual topology. 

THEOREM 2. Let E be a linear topological学ace，and let M， f， K， q 

be as in the statement of Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition 

that there exists a continuous linear form F on E extending f and sati.めIZng

F(ν) <，_q(ν) forαII Y E K is that there exists a t.o.lふ (L，3e) with the fol-
lowing properties: 

(i) BfUCqc(L，必)+;

(ii) (ム 3e)+is a convex neighbourhood at (0， 1) for L; 

where L is the topologicallうroductE x R and Bf> Cq are same as in Theorem 1. 

PROOF. Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1， and check that φ(x， ~) 

is continuous on L if and only if so is F(x) on E. And L now being a 

linear topological space， to this end， we may consult the proof of [19)， Th. 
3]. This completes the proof of the theorem. 

Notice that， similarly as pointed out in 19)， our condition of (i) plus (ii) 

above is equivalent to that there exists a convex open subset Q:3 (0， 1) in 

L such that BfUCqUQ is positively independent. Moreover， this time simple 
computation gives the following. These simplify our condition of Theorem 2. 

REMARK 2. Let U be a convex O-neighbourhood in E and put (hence-
forth)D=Ux {1}， B=(1/2U)x1 where 1={ρER:Iρ-11<1/2}. If BfUCqUD 
is positively independent the same is true for BfUCquB. 

Let us now observe some corollaries about Theorem 2. Corollaries 2 

and 3 mentioned below are the usual extension theorems in the context of 

linear topological spaces. 

COROLLARY 1. Let E， M and f be as in Theorem 2. Let K be a 

linear sub学aceof E with M c K， q a gauge function on Kωith f(ェ)<q(x)
for all x E M. 1f the condition 

(P1) there is a convex 0・neighbourhoodU in E not meeting {y E K: 

q(ν)= 1} 
is enjoyed， the sufficient condition of Theorent 2 is satisfied. 

PROOF. Let L， Bf and Cq be as in question. Taking the subset D= U x 

{1} of L， suppose that BfUCqUD were now positively dependent in L. Then 

referring to Rem. 1， there would exist both五nitemany respective vectors， 
say， (xr， ~r) εBf> (ゐ払)εCq，(u" 1) E D and corresponding scalars仏>0， ß8~ 0， 
7t> 0 (or ι=0，ん>0，7t>0) such that 

(*) q(~ 7tut) ~ q( -~ arxr)-q(~ s8Y8) 

み -f(~ αrXr)-q(~ ssYs)> -~α，'~r- ~ ssr;. = ~ 7t = 1， 
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which contradicts the hypothesis since L: ItutEKnU. Hence by Rem. 2 and 

by [18)， Lemma 1]， the proof is complet疋d.

REMARK 3. The converse of this result is not always valid. That is， 
(P1) is， under the remaining hypotheses， not always necessary for conclusion. 
Counterexamples are easily observed (cf. e. g.， E玄. 2 below). On the other 

hand， the condition 

(F) there is a convex O-neighbourhood U in E not meeting {XE M: 

f(x)=l} 

is rather necessary for this implication (for the proof， cf. Cor. 3 below)， 
but this now fails to be su伍cientfor it. These facts seem to illustrate the 

significance of our criterion. 

Easily (resp. As a matter of course) Corollary 1 yields the following 

Corollary 2 (resp. the su伍ciencypart of Corollary 3). 

But of course， to be short， these corollaries are fully done by Theorem 
2 itself. For reference， details are given as under. 

COROLLARY 2*. Let E，1¥4. and f be as in Theorem 2. Let p be a g.αuge 

fm叫~on on E with f(x)~p(劫 for all x E M. 1f the condition 

(P2) p is continuous at the ori.五-;tn
tゐsen可1)0)

PROOF. With t})e ∞nvex O-neighbourhood U = {γεE:ρ(γ) < 1}， a 

priori， D= U x {1} c Cp follows. (Alternatively， Cp3(O， 1) is readily open in 

L.) Hence， a fortiori， the assertion follows from Theorem 2. 

COROI..LARY 3料 . Let E， M and f be as in Thωrem 2. A n紅白sary

and sufficient condition that f can be extended to a continuous linear foれm

F on E is that (F) of Rem. 3 is satisfied. 1f the sufficienりI of the co作

品itionis meムthereαutsat least one F such that F(x) =1= 1 for all x E U. 

PROOF. This is viewed as a special case of Theorem 2 (f(エ)=q(x)
(xεMnK) plus M = K). (N田 essity)By Theorem 2， there are both t.o.1.s. 
(L，3e) and convex O-neighbourhood U such that Bj， Ux {1/2}C(L， 3e)+ hold. 

If f(uo) = 1 for some Uo EMn U， there would follow (-uo， -1/2)ラ (uo，1/2) 

ε(L，3e)七anobvious contradiction. (Su伍ciency)Taking the convex subset 

D = U x {1} of L， suppose that BfUD were now positively dependent. Then 

it would follow more simply than (*) that f(L: ItUt)口 -f(L:αγヰ)>-L:αrCr

= L: It = 1， which is impossible. Su伍ciencyfollows from this by Theorem 

2. For the rest， if F is identically-zero， there is nothing ωprove. Other圃

wise， indeed our extension F behaves as F(x) < 1 for all xE U since (1/2 U) x 

Ic(L，ι9e)+ and since U is open in E. Thus Corollary 3 is proved. 

* Cf. [14)， ~ 17， 3. (1)]. 
料 Cf.[1η， p. 598]. 
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434 K.lwata 

Incidental1y， an examination of this proof directly gives 

COROLLARY 4. Let E， M， / and L， Bf be as in Theorem 2. The condi-

tion (F) 0/ Rem. 3 is mutually equivalent to that there exists a印仰はか

neighbourhood U in E such that BfU(Ux {1}) is positively independent in L. 

As a triviality， needless to say 

EXAMPLE 2. To extend an identically-zero linear form on M in the 

sense of Corollary 3， we have at least U = E. And to do this in view of 

Theorem 2， we have at least D=Ex {1}. 

(Received May 18， 1974) 
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